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PRESENTATION
Since 2000 I have lived in Varcaturo, a "peripheral suburban neighbourhood" to the north of Naples. I come from Alba (CN), a small provincial town; I moved there in order to discover and
experience the most malleable and fluid place in Italy.
In it I can find the reflections of a silent mutation both in terms of interpretation and reaction to reality; it is a neo-culture capable of influencing and altering socio-economic systems. The
suburbs with their “non-boundaries” are suitable for entering into relations with human material according to dynamics that are “different” from central ones, giving rise to adaptive solutions
and coexistence between frequently unexpected parts.
They therefore determine cultural conditions that change and influence the way of life of the people who inhabit them and trigger mental dynamics which rewrite the rules of aesthetics and
social relations.
For about 10 years I have studied the suburbs and, in particular, their aesthetic outcomes. I document and record the transformations in the relationship between legality, the economy and
aesthetics.
I record cultural signs that are necessary and induced by what power imposes and the economy regulates, the communicative codes that facilitate exchange and the alliances between these
fabrics in suburban areas.
In 2000 I began to paint views of the suburbs, constrained by the technique of painting to make careful observations; using an almost anthropological method, I sought to understand, from an
aesthetic perspective, a territory which was until then unknown to me.
In 2001 I continued my work, recording photographically the way in which the suburbs communicate with its inhabitants through the superimposing of advertising posters: an analysis of the
graphics, colours and illegal fly-posting. By using white paint on photographs to cancel the landscape, attention becomes focused on “architectural form” in its totality.
My aesthetic research then shifted, extending to the recording of private economic flows which arbitrarily change the landscape: piles of tyres that re-design the sky-line, heaps of rubbish or
shacks used for commercial purposes.
Subsequently I analysed the vehicles, modified and adapted to carry out specific economic activities in the suburbs, studying the techniques and images of street-vendors, then went on to
examine the architectural styles that are re-adapted to organise the times of illegal housing and building, and eventually recorded the image of the suburbs that comes from satellite
photographs, as evidence of a cultural and logistical change of a territory. The results are “economic geographies” that underline the commercial choices which are decisive for aesthetics.
The structures (such as building sites under sequestration or unfinished illegal concrete buildings), destined to last for only a few months, actually end up becoming a definitive part of the
landscape, static evidence of an anomalous situation which, precisely due to its static character, becomes a form of landscape architecture that shifts our aesthetic boundaries.
Then I began to theorise, transferring the rules that regulate dynamic suburbs to my artistic practice. In collaboration with Denis Isaia and the Rasq media collective, I set up, for Manifesta 7,
the first workshop devoted to post-design. Following the dynamics and rules of illegal housing in the Neapolitan suburbs, a design of a physical structure has been created. For the last two
years, I have been constructing a database which makes it possible to create blocks of flats in post-design, structures which do not follow the precepts of one single architect but which are
generated by an intimate and private aesthetic logic.
At the same time I have been designing entire furnishings which bring together the evidence of the historical period in which they were designed and all its displacements (see a bathroom
based on a room).
Simultaneously, starting in 2004, I began to define the elements of a new project aimed at outlining the parallels between suburbs in different cities in the world. What I am searching for is an
alternative to social growth proposed by suburban areas; although they are often considered to be marginal, they actually represent the main engine and economic support of a “formal centre”
which is no longer able to respond to contemporary requirements adequately. The suburbs become the place in which new needs and changes have a chance to develop, becoming the linchpin
on which the central economic logics can be reorganised and reinvigorated. The equilibriums are turned upside down. Powers alternate in a continuous dynamic game, where each part
strengthens and provokes the other.
Travel underlies this search: in Cairo in 2004/05, in 2006, with the help of Marjetica Potrc, I worked on an analysis of the Barrio in Caracas. In 2008, in collaboration with Platform Garanti, I
devised a project on Istanbul, while in 2009 I conducted a study of cemeteries in Buenos Aires. In 2009, in collaboration with Uqbar Berlin, I carried out a study about Bucharest, while in 2010,
in collaboration with the Madre museum in Naples and the State Museum of Thessaloniki, I carried out a comparative study between Naples and Thessaloniki.
My hypothesis for suburban parallels over time becomes a logic, a scheme of interpretation which has practical applications and is tangible.
My work is characterised by two fundamental aspects: on the one hand, it is strongly rooted in Campania, while on the other hand, it is aimed at comparison on an international scale, based on
the analysis of the “suburbs” as a condition, rather than as a specific place.
The idea is to trace cultural links, to find the connections that do not pass through city or town centres in order to provide an aesthetic representation and propose an evolutionary alternative.
The aim is to observe and record the changes at the same time as they are happening, investigating and bringing to light the images, clarifying the dynamics to which territories subject us and
attempting to theorise precepts that can be reapplied.
This involves reconstructing an overall image of the “territory” which is frequently new, giving an identity to relations and elevating seemingly random dynamics to actual forms of logic.
I am driven by the desire to define a dimension for contemporary life which I find myself experiencing through these suburban areas, to record and study them as chosen areas for cultural
changes, precisely because they are marginal and unloved, free from the weight of historicisation, free from the civic sense and conservation.
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Industrial archeology of a modernist dream is the work that Eugenio Tibaldi has created starting from two companies in the territory: the former Mondadori paper mill and the former Carbon which closed down for different reasons, but both have
embodied the modern ideal of well-being, in a city which seems to hang in the balance between opposing forces governing a kind of stalemate. These tensions are identifiable in black-and-white, paper and pitch, travertine and coal, which,
according to a historical vision, are bound to mix and inextricably link together. This is what happens in one of the works, where a piece of pitch and coal, detached from one of the furnaces of the Carbon, is disguised in the form of travertine and
a piece of travertine is disguised in coal, faithfully copying the grain and color of these materials. Pitch and coal are the cement for large canvases created using the two companies’ original design of the machinery used for the assembly line and
reassembled to create impossible machines but for that very reason able to overcome the closure of the real. The real emerges thanks to subtraction: cutting the building from the original projects of the Mondadori, the result is not to cancel the
presence of the structure, but to increase the strength and sense of loss and absence within the social and urban fabric.

The exhibition marks the evolution of research which Tibaldi has carried out for many years now on the relationship between crime, the economy and aesthetics in the hinterland of Naples. Over time, this has led the artist to draw interesting parallels
between Naples and other cities in the world where he has set up a series of participatory projects linked to the social dynamics of the local area, such as Tabula Rasa for Manifesta 7 in Bolzano, My personal bridge on the Galata Bridge in Istanbul, Transit in
Thessaloniki or Play Bucharest in Bucharest. With his attentive but silent gaze, the artist captures the distinctive features of peripheral neighbourhoods which are linked to the idea of social hardship and decay but gradually form their own identity. They are
marked as zones containing new centres, “a sort of increasingly visible ‘outside’” of places which, compared to static, unchanging cities, are in a constant state of metamorphosis, becoming the setting for varied human events.
The itinerary of the exhibition is a return journey through outskirts which can be defined as mental places, beginning from a series of codes, applied to everyday objects. The exhibition gives back a sort of aesthetic dignity to these places, analysing their
special condition and hinting at further keys to interpretation - to be sought in the artist’s background - in an unusual poetics of travel. By opening up new horizons, this poetics creates intersecting relations and inevitable contaminations which pave the way
for possible future developments.
In the works Popup Licola, painting becomes sculpture. Through a novel and original perspective, with a constructive tension that consolidates the relationship with space, Tibaldi offers frames of precarious moments of life in the everlasting antithesis
between real life and comedy, between the splendour of nature and the havoc wrought by mankind. By varying its modus operandi, the artistic quest also extends into neighbourhoods in the outlying areas of Rome which were not explored by the artist who,
on this occasion, avoided direct contact with reality and chose these places as a field of research during his residency at the American Academy. Large maps created using satellite images almost turn into an exercise in pure painting which records places
that have been broken down into elemental units, emptied of their historical and social significance, in an intentional decision to avoid grasping the profound signs, the true identity of things.
The boundary between the everyday object and the artist’s vision tends to blur and the other works in the exhibition, in an ideal mixture between personal experience and the assimilation of the dynamics of urban peripheries, become a pretext for Tibaldi to
reflect on the uncontrolled informal growth of these places. By ignoring the ordinary principles of expansion, this unfettered expansion has given rise to a dense network of architectural bubo – imposing residential centres which are seemingly autonomous of
the city. This is because, like bubo marginal excrescences of converging areas of matter that needs to be expelled, these places are attached to the main body and, by feeding on the same lifeblood, alter its original appearance

I nonluoghi sono tutti quegli spazi
che hanno la prerogativa di non essere
identitari, relazionali e storici
Marc Augé
When we speak about a “nonplace” often we imagine an anonymous place, lacking in geographic details capable to protecting and supporting it. In this research I have decided to analyze an area geographically magnificent that, for social and
political reasons, has become a border territory, a nonplace.
Licola by the sea, Naples' north periphery: a 4 km stripe of houses completely forehead sea, a quarter joined from a destiny of degradation but cracked between the municipalities of Pozzuoli and Giugliano. The detached houses constructed
from some groups of lawyers and magistrates in the 50's and 60's define the building style of the Pozzuoli side, the council housing buildings and some crumblings receptive structures, the part of Giugliano.
From the side of Pozzuoli, one time a place considered elitist, generated by the post-war bourgeoisie, at the beginning of the 80's detached houses were used at first to receive the evacuees of the earthquake and the successive bradyseism,
and then definitively occupied from displaced persons. For many years the legitimizes owners could not rid the dwellings and appropriate them again. This phenomenon has carried to a gradual abandonment of the area, to the closing of the
stores, to the failure of the bathing structures and to the aesthetic and social drift of the entire area. The Giugliano's part, finding itself in the more external zone of the territory of pertinence, has been immediately thought for the construction of
council housing buildings, although in an area lacking in services and assistance and, afterwards, also chosen to be a center for houses container. A political-social choice in the case of Giugliano and a catastrophic event in the area of Pozzuoli
have affected, changing the destination of the area, from a place of beauty and almost infinite potentialities to a territory of abusiveness. Licola has become a kind of stronghold, ideal for the residence of irregular immigrants, social needies and
little unclear traffics.
For being able to study this territory, from approximately a year I have moved here my house-study taking in rent a detached house forehead sea. The impact is devastating, the border between beauty and disaster is always in front of me, like

two powers perennially in conflict that stretch to cancel and to make useless themselves. The entire spectrum of images turns out in an impressive and aesthetic paradox. The abandoned beach is transformed in an ideal place for the training of
the horses managed from camorra in illicit races, a perfect place for the abandonment of any type of waste:
the Mediterranean spot behind the built-up area becomes a rubbish dump and a place in which masking every type of activity, by those of pushing and prostitution to those tied at unauthorised building. This has been possible because of the
disaffection from the inhabitants; whoever lives here does not have chosen Licola, we are talking of people who, for personal or economic reasons, cannot live in other places. The question that I set myself is if the inhabitants realize the fortune
they have to live forehead sea. I like to think that, in an absurd way, this social paradox offers also to the most needies persons the possibility to have a house “seaside”, to get up in the morning and to enjoy a light and a landscape without
equals. Me between them, a not common social figure, don't find problems, they tolerate me as a person who cannot damage neither arouse interest.
Two are the reasons that have pushed me towards this territory; first it's the desire, from always brooded, to live in a house by the sea, at least for a period, the second is the will to complete a path on my fear. The historical moment in which we
live has taught us to cohabit with the fear and to abandon some things in exchange of tranquillity. So, entire areas of our cities don't come more attended for the risk of bag snatchings, others for the risk of attacks, other in order not to try a
feeling of uneasiness and fear, in order not to see. Abandoned to their destiny, delivered to who it is not worried to manage them and to return them an alternative productive territory, is not thought in fact that these places are simply liabilities
margins, these areas are deprived of a formal future.
I will remain here for a year, twelve months in which I will increase my aesthetic and perceptive borders from both sides: the beauty and the disaster. At last this plan affords me, through the analysis of the landscape and the architecture, to
speak also about the human element. In fact I am firmly convinced that in every human being exists the cohabitation of beauty and disaster, of an absolutely magnificent side and of a monstrous and darken on

The Umberto Di Marino Gallery is pleased to present the new personal show of the work of Eugenio Tibaldi entitled supernatural on Thursday 21st October 2010.
Beginning from a disillusioned socio-economic analysis of the suburbs of Naples, Eugenio Tibaldi has gradually extended his field of research, identifying the potential hidden within the periphery of metropolises such as Caracas, Istanbul and
Alexandria. Simultaneously, he has carefully reflected on the development of architecture and post-production solutions, finding new aesthetics through a process of “post-design”.
With the works on display at the Umberto Di Marino Gallery the artist has attempted to set up a process of exchange between people and different perspectives: it is a project in which problems linked to marketing, industrial design and con temporary productive dynamics become the form and substance of conceptual formulation.
In the first room, a sign taken from a shop selling pet food opens the exhibition with a superimposition of forms, seemingly bereft of logic, caused by the cramming together of stickers of pet food suppliers over the years. Tibaldi therefore adopts
the device of barter, taking a spontaneous aesthetic result from a specific peripheral area and giving it new formal dynamics, creating a sign as a replacement for the removed one.
The concept is extended to a more complex context at the end of the exhibition itinerary in the installation
supernatural, the production of a perfectly functioning prototype of a bathroom inspired by observation of the life of a Roma community. A system used to overcome the problem of running water, given the absence of a water system, is taken as
a model for a design object which acquires all the characteristics of a luxury good. The resin and the accurate phase of post-design create a new product which, while maintaining its original inspiration in the use of recycled materials, transcends
its original appearance and is transformed into an aesthetic module. Nevertheless, this initial development brings with it another consequence: contextualised within a gallery, the design object abandons its own functionality and rises to the
status of a work of art thanks to conceptual cross-reference.
In the second room the video-advertisement of supernatural, made in conjunction with the artistic duo
Bianco-Valente, plays on a similar ambiguity and offers a new challenge that aims to create a comparison and exchange of roles and functions: it is a reflection on the idea of relations, not the common notion upon which social relationships are
constructed on a daily basis but the one upon which every authentic collaborative relationship is based. In this exhibition, it represents a collective effort of interpenetration into the needs of the other person: the effort of several artistic individual ities and a gallery communicating between them and with the outside world, that of craftspeople who pit themselves against highly unusual forms of logic, and that of a sponsor like Nabilah whose support is not just restricted to providing an
economic contribution but also to offering collaboration during the design phase.

LATRONICO FLAG PROJECT2010
The idea for the Latronico Project comes from information that I was able to gather on line on this particular lucanian city. The massive emigration phenomena which has affected the entire region, Latronico in particular, has created a
relationship of love and hate towards the territory.A clear feeling that is manifested in an apparent "estrangement" from the local citizens of Latronico, a sort of disillusioned perception with the current local events, which is in contrast with the
strong roots of local events and activities undertaken by cultural groups present within the same local society and territory.Therefor, I’ve been inspired, with the help of anyone interested (as long as he or she is the original inhabitant of Latronico)
to design and create a flag of Latronico.A flag, a symbol that can be carried along in case of migration which will represents also the cultural and physical recovery of the Latronico.A symbol is a fundamental element of modern communication, it
express the ideal content of meaning of which it becomes the signifier.THE PROCESSFollowing is a brief questionnaire that will be presented to the local community; once returned completed it will be used, to create a series of flag sketches,
which later on, are going to be submitted to the local community and through a vote, a new symbol of Latronico, will be defined.Any contributed idea will be strictly confidential and anonymous and will be utilized as a starting point, mixed with
other ideas, and finalized with my personal vision.A new mail box has been set up, in order to receive all the questionnaires, which have to be sent no later than May 30, 2010.In July there will be an exhibition for presenting the original drawings
and sketches. An urn will be set with special cards to be used to mark the favorite motive and cast the vote. The vote will be cast freely and will be managed directly by the association.The votes are going to be closed on the
official Latronico holiday of Sant’ Egidio. All votes are going to be counted and with the outcome result a new flag will be physically realized. This new flag symbol will represent Latronico, and will be registered, trade marked and adapted as the
official City of Latronico flag. From the original flag, three more copies will be produced, which are be given as follows: one flag will be delivered to the Municipality of Latronico, one flag will be installed in the flag-mast of the city, and
the third one will remain with the local association for documentation.I will issue a disclaimer that sanction the use of the symbol for everything or object linked to the promotion of the territory by every single citizen.The “postdesign” dynamic and process in this case helped me to create a symbol that is the direct outcome of the local citizen and the local social dynamics; a flag that represents the real people with the ability to decree a stating point of a new
perspective in the relationship with the territory.TO THE PARTICIPANTSTo those who decide to participate in this project, I ask to answer the questionnaire with the utmost honesty and sincerity without any fear. All completed questioners that I
will receive, they will be absolutely confidential and any idea and opinion receive, will be used to the sole purpose to create the flag.Please notice that there is no obligation to answer all questions; answering to only one single question or give a
commentary is also a huge contribution to this project. For those who would like to ask question or for any further clarifications, there will be a link to contact us directly. We give our full availability to answer any questions and to give updates on
the project.
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My personal bridge, Castello di Terra Murata, Procida, Naples, Italy, curated by Francesca Boenzi, collaboration Plattform Garanti, Istanbul, Turkey
PROJECT DIARY:
1502 Leonardo Da Vinci draws a project for the Galata Bridge. Should it have been realized, it would have been the longest bridge of the times (240m x 24m).
1845, 1863, 1870, 1912 Four different bridges are built.
1994, December The fifth bridge, the current one, is completed: 490 m long, 42 meters wide, 3 lanes for vehicles and 2 for pedestrian. The bridge is also crossed by a tram line.
The bridge is a (symbolic) link between the historical part of the city, mostly inhabited by Muslims, where the ancient imperial palace and the mosques are, and the modern districts of Galata, Beyoglu, Sisli e Harbiye. The Galata Bridge is a
bridge between cultures. On the bridge: hundreds of fishermen. Under the bridge: scores of restaurants and cafés.
2007, September Eugenio Tibaldi spends a whole day on the Galata Bridge with the fishermen, fishes with them and observes their dynamics. He then sells the fishes to nearby restaurants together with the fishermen. He is fascinated by the
thousands of cuts modifying the aesthetics of the parapet. The idea of My personal bridge is born.
2008, June 30 Eugenio arrives in Istanbul.
July 1 Meets a blacksmith, indicated by Platform Garanti, to realize the first stool for the fishermen of the Galata Bridge.
July 2-3 Eugenio spends many hours on the bridge and takes many photos of the parapet from atop a ladder, in order to catch all the signs of the fishermen’s economy: the final batch of photographs amounts to 2 stripes, 80 meters long. The
fishermen watch with curiosity the photographer on the ladder. Some are attentive, keeping the ladder steady. Perhaps by chance, mostly those at Eminonu do this. The people on the European side of the bridge seem more wary.
July 4 The stool is ready and is carried on the bridge. With the aid of Kerem and Kürşat, the blacksmith, a discussion with the fishermen ensues. Their advice on positioning the stool is taken into account, as well as their impressions and
estimations.
July 5 Eugenio leaves Turkey. The stool’s project is gifted to the City of Istanbul, which could decide to produce and steadily set into place a long series of stools, that could be useful to the fishermen’s community.

The Umberto Di Marino Arte Contemporanea Gallery is glad to present - for the first time in its space in Naples - the solo show by Eugenio Tibaldi titled Points of view on Wednesday 14th March 2007. Got to his
third show after the two ones in the gallery of Giugliano, the artist centres the latest development of his research on the aesthetical-economical and architectural analysis of the suburbs; he doesn’t consider a general
reality common to our contemporary metropolis, but the sole one of Naples. The sprawling and chaotic development, together with the economies and the peculiar building models created by the needs and the intelligence
of the people who live there were a fertile soil, where Eugenio Tibaldi built his work on. The artist comes from a completely different society, that of Alba (CN), and this is the reason why he analyses with a different
perspective - not critical but scientific and almost anthropological - the new community he comes into contact with. This is the preamble that makes possible to value in a new way a very tormented territory, but this one,
at the same moment, in his personal vision, makes a wealth of his own difference, becoming a workshop for experimenting new social and aesthetical models and drawing its own power from the synergies with the citycentre. And so, with its centres of production and its multicultural culture created by the fusion of life experiences coming from distant countries, the Neapolitan suburbs achieve a very original independence, which is
experimented by the artist everyday, involving the local handicrafts in his own activity, coming into contact with the different occupations present on the territory. Only at this moment intervenes his action, that clashes
with the helplessness of politics in changing the destiny of a reality marked from the unauthorized building, the lack of a town-planning scheme, the indiscriminate accumulation of the rubbish and from all those
malfunctions people are accustomed to, that are instead highlighted with all their evidence by the artistic gesture. The use of the white colour, that has always had in the art a strong symbolic value, tries to create an order
among the chaos of the constructions, of the street axles and industrial spaces in search of a new aesthetical shape. The achieved image has the power to let us notice the topicality of it, inviting people not to cast this
reality into oblivion, but to bring it out as a cultural contemporary landscape. In occasion of the show at Umberto Di Marino Arte Contemporanea Gallery viewers can follow the three different stages of Eugenio
Tibaldi’s work. In the first room, they have in front of them an installation made of life belts and rubber dinghies, simply collected by the artist and rearranged in order to create a huge pile - such as those carried by the
street vendors - where the idea of lightness and brilliance of the colours mingles with that one of hard work and social injustice. In the second room the installation consists of a paving that occupies the whole space, so
that the viewers are obliged to walk on it, observing from the privileged position of the satellite the topographic map, where the artist intervened erasing all the rests of the old society based on a rural economy in order to
highlight the buildings risen because of the suburbs’ development. Finally, in the last room, the act of creation succeeds in turning the process of analysis of the territory into a definitive aesthetical shape; a particular detail
of the satellite map is carved on an onyx slab and changed into a lightbox with the final effect of appearing almost a pure abstraction.

Living in a territory does not always mean recognizing the features of its landscapes and traditions, especially those relative to anonymous places, such as suburbs. Eugenio Tibaldi has got near these places and observed
them. They are territories which have not been abandoned, but so deeply lived, as to result overcrowded. Places occupied by a lot of objects which, minute by minute, confirm man’s presence silently. His intervention
takes the place of nature, making it deeply lived, cancelled to give up the place to the fancies of those that live it. Eugenio Tibaldi behaves like an anthropologist who observes the changes every day and describes the
human interventions on the territory. This daily observation goes with photographic shots. Then the image is codified through painting. This is the paint which cancels universal data in order to show the particular ones,
typically of the fragments in the world. In the valuation of the landscape it is inevitable the view of a house, with no function, as its completion and its use remain uncertain. In spite of all that, it exists, imposes itself and
it’s also protected by a watchman. By evoking the idea of abandonment, it overcomes its territory and mirrors a certain will, which seems dominated by the ruinous mistrust of those who live in that territory. The
advertising posters form a line along the street and have a strict, clear-cut profile which gets you confused. The messages get entangled, confusing all those who want to read them. So in his different works Eugenio
Tibaldi shows their physical presence, which becomes lack of communication. Other times he sees what specific messages are; messages that get effective for the grotesque and paradoxical contribution. Beyond a gate
tyres tie up into bundles: day by day, they get more and more, up to cover the landscape. They crowd together and get architectures, artificial mountains. An installation of water-colour paintings sums up a thematic
procedure and the constant use of grey makes the advertising messages less redundant. A guard-rail deformed by the violent impact of a car is abandoned and by taking a new shape, becomes a characterizing element of
that landscape. The silencers and scraps of engines gathered like shapeless sculptures, series of dustbins that are along the streets: these are the architectures which give life to Landscapes by Eugenio Tibaldi, suburban
landscapes, for away from the city centre and close to man, who lives them so deeply as to modify them, revoking whatever historical continuum, constructing a new reality, specific and anomalous, concrete and
authentic.

